The quantification of DNA is critical to many biological studies, since it is often used as a reference for measurements of other parameters in biological samples. One way to establish the assay of nucleic acids is based on the reactions of the components of nucleic acids, including phosphorus, bases, and sugar, with drugs such as diphenylamine, indole, or pnitrophenylhydrazine.
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The enhanced RLS signals can be simply obtained by simultaneously scanning the excitation and emission monochromators of a common spectrofluorometer with λex = λem. If the instrumental conditions are adjusted unchanged, the enhanced RLS signals are generally related to (1) the concentration and the size of the solute in the aqueous solution; (2) the absorption features of the organic dyes; and (3) the charges of the interacting components. [12] [13] [14] [15] Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTMAB) can be used as the initial precipitant in the extraction of DNA from tissues or cells. 16 The interaction mechanism is the electrostatic attraction between the negative charges of DNA and the positive charges of CTMAB to form ion associates. 16 In this work, we propose a simple assay of DNA based on the enhanced RLS measurements of the ion associates.
Experimental
Reagents DNA used in this study comes from calf thymus DNA (ctDNA, Beitai Biochemical Co., Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing, China) and fish sperm DNA (fsDNA, Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai, China). The DNA stock solutions were prepared by dissolving their correspondingly commercial products in doubly distilled water. At least 24 h was needed and occasionally gentle shaking was made for the dissolution at 4˚C. Concentrations were determined according to the absorbances at 260 nm after establishing that the absorbance ratio A260/A280 was in the range 1.80 -1.90. Molarities, when necessary, were calculated using ε260 nm = 6600 dm 3 mol -1 . 17 DNA working solution (25.0 µg/ml (7.5 × 10 -5 M)) was used in a typical test.
Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTMAB) was prepared by dissolving its crystal product (Merck, Germany) in doubly distilled water. Its working solution was 1.25 × 10 -4 M. Britton-Robinson buffer solution was used to control the acidity of the interacting system, while 0.1 M and 0.5 M NaCl solutions were used to adjust the ionic strength of the aqueous solutions. All other reagents were of analytical-reagent grade without further purification.
Doubly distilled water was used throughout.
Instrumentation
RLS spectra and intensities were measured with a Shimadzu RF-540 spectrofluorometer (Kyoto, Japan). An S-10A digital pH meter (Xiaoshan Scientific Instruments Plant, Zhejiang, China) was used to measure the pH values of the aqueous solutions, and an MVS-1 vortex mixer (Beide Scientific Instrumental Ltd., Beijing, China) was used to blend the 
General procedures
Into a 10-ml volumetric flask were added 1.20 ml of CTMAB solution, 1.0 ml of Britton-Robinson buffer solution, and appropriate DNA solution. The mixture was vortexed after each addition of the interacting additives, and then it was diluted to 10-ml scale using doubly distilled water.
All RLS measurements were obtained against parallel blank solutions treated in the same way without DNA.
Results and Discussion

RLS spectra of the interaction of CTMAB with DNA
Figures 1 and 2 display the RLS features of ctDNA, CTMAB and the mixture of ctDNA and CTMAB. It can be seen that both ctDNA and CTMAB have very weak RLS signals when they exist separately in the medium of pH 2.21, their ionic strength is 0.002. The RLS signals of their mixture, however, were very strong, and characterized by peaks at 398.0 nm, 415.0 nm and 470.0 nm, respectively. Overlapped shoulder peaks were always found in the region lower than 390 nm and higher than 480 nm. As Fig. 1 shows, the RLS signals get increased with increasing DNA concentration, and the RLS spectra do not show any shape variation. Figure 2 displays the role that CTMAB played in the interaction. It can be seen that the enhanced RLS signals strongly depend on CTMAB concentration. If CTMAB concentration is too small, the enhanced RLS intensity is not significant; if CTMAB concentration gets increased, however, the enhanced RLS signals are very strong. When the CTMAB concentration is 2.5-fold times in moles more than the DNA concentration, the enhanced RLS intensity reaches its maximum, it begins to decrease with further increasing CTMAB concentration. In addition, it can be seen from Fig. 2 that the RLS intensity of CTMAB itself is very weak if its concentration is lower than 5.0 × 10 -5 M. The molar ratio concerning the formation of CTMAB-DNA ion associate can be identified by keeping the total concentration of CTMAB and DNA as 2.1 × 10 -5 M while simultaneously changing the concentrations of the two interacting components. As Fig. 3 shows, when the fraction of DNA in the CTMAB-DNA ion associate is 0.286, the enhanced RLS signals reach a maximum. If we define R as the molar ratio of CTMAB/DNA at the maximum, then we have R = 2.5, which is identical to the results displayed as Fig. 2 . That is, each base pair of ctDNA can bind two to three CTMAB molecules. So R is, in fact, the binding number of CTMAB to each base pair of ctDNA. In the same way, we can also obtain the binding number of CTMAB to each base pair of fsDNA, and this R = 2.5 also. Figure 4 displays the dependence of RLS signal on pH values of the interaction medium. As we can see, the optimum pH range is located from 1.98 to 2.36. If pH is lower than 1.98, the RLS signals of both DNA and CTMAB-DNA ion associate get increased; while pH is higher than 2.56, the RLS signal of the ion associate begins to decrease. In this experiment, the pH value of the interacting medium was controlled to 2.21 with 1.0 ml Britton-Robinson buffer.
Optimal conditions of the interaction
Ionic strength of the aqueous medium seems to have a 694 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES JUNE 2001, VOL. 17 significant effect on the interaction of CTMAB with DNA. As  Fig. 5 shows, the RLS signals of CTMAB-DNA ion associate are sensitive to the increase of the ionic strength of the aqueous medium. With increasing NaCl concentration of the medium, the RLS intensity decreases sharply. So, in order to test the effect of pH in Fig. 4 , extra NaCl solution should be added into all the test solutions of different pH values so as to adjust the ionic strength of these solutions to be identical (0.006 in Fig. 4 ). Even so, we kept the ionic strength as 0.002 in the sample determination in order to obtain strong RLS signals.
Selectivity of the method
Due to the formation of CTMAB-DNA ion associate, substances with positive or negative charges will exert an effect on the interaction between CTMAB-DNA. As an example, the selectivity of this assay was investigated by detecting 2.0 µg/ml ctDNA solution, in which a series of other ions had been added. The effects of substances including surfactants, nucleotides and sugars, were also considered. As Table 1 shows, Mg 2+ , Na + , K + , Ca 2+ can be allowed with higher concentration levels. It has been proved that they tend to bind exclusively to the phosphate groups of DNA molecule, stabilizing the Watson-Crick double stranded helix. 18 In contrast, those ions, such as Hg 2+ and Pb 2+ , which appear to bind exclusively with the base moiety of DNA to form internal chelates, interstrand complexes or cross-links, 18 can be allowed only at lower concentration levels.
It has been proved that cation surfactants, such as Zeph, have the same interacting properties as CTMAB with DNA, and the enhanced RLS signals were strong also (Table 1) . So we can establish a similar assay of DNA with Zeph in the same way. SDS, gelatin, Triton X-100, β-CD and sugars, which seem not to interact with DNA in the optimal conditions, can be allowed at higher levels.
Proteins can be allowed at higher concentration levels also, which supplies a possibility that the present assay can be used for the determination of DNA in practical samples.
Dependence of RLS intensity on the concentration of DNA
Under the optimal conditions, different amounts of DNA including ctDNA and fsDNA were tested to form ion associates under the optimal conditions. Then, the enhanced RLS intensity at 470.0 nm, ∆I, was measured and the dependence of ∆I on DNA concentration was established. As Table 2 shows, ∆I is directly proportional to the DNA concentration depending on the amounts of CTMAB. If the concentration of DNA is above this linear range, however, the linear relationship will not continue and the RLS intensity begins to decrease. So there is a turning point on each calibration graph if more DNA solution was added to interact with CTMAB. The molar ratio at the turning points in fact is the binding number, R. As Table 2 shows, the R-values range between 1.9 and 3.3, which are much near to the results displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 . So, we can obtain a simple binding number for the interaction between CTMAB and DNA, namely, each base pair can bind about two to three CTMAB molecules.
The decrease of the RLS intensity, when the molar ratio of 695 ANALYTICAL SCIENCES JUNE 2001, VOL. 17 Probably it involves different interaction mechanisms between the DNA and CTMAB. As stated above, the interaction of DNA with CTMAB is due to the electrostatic attraction between the two interacting species to form ion associates. If the positive charges of CTMAB have been totally neutralized by DNA, the ion associate cannot be formed further, but hydrophobic interaction may occur. That is obviously not of benefit to the measurement of enhanced RLS intensity. The correlative coefficients in Table 2 are higher than 0.9951, indicating good linear relationships between ∆I and DNA concentration in the linear range, which supplies a simple assay of DNA. As Table 2 shows, the assay of DNA with CTMAB has a high sensitivity. Their detection limits, calculated as the concentration giving a signal tripling the background noise, were at the level of 4.1 -14.2 ng/ml.
Determination of trace amounts of DNA in synthetic samples
Under optimal conditions according to the standard procedures, four synthetic samples, in which a series of foreign substances had been added based on the tolerance level of foreign substances displayed in Table 1 , were determined according to the linear relationship given in Table 2. As Table  3 shows, synthetic samples were determined with the recovery ratio ranging from 93.2% to 105.1%, and the RSD is less than 2.7%. The results for the synthetic samples indicate that the assay of DNA with CTMAB is sensitive, reproducible and simple. 
